NOVEMBER 2018

NEXT MEETING
7:30pm Monday 10 December

Guest speakers:
Jim and Karin Lott return
to Auckland after 7
years sailing around the
world on Victoria .
Watch and listemn to
the highlights of their
2018 voyage through
Panama Canel,
across the South Pacific
with stops in French
Polynesia Tonga, and
Fiji, and then to the Bay
of Islands

Zhen Hua 25 ( courtesy of Tim Ridge)
Recently members might have been startled to
see 3 huge container cranes seeming to sprout
out of a ship alongside the new wharf at the
end of Fergusson Container Terminal, right opposite the Devonport Yacht Club.
The vessel is the Zhen Hua 25, currently on her
way back to China. The vessel is a converted
1988 tanker, re-purposed for the sole carriage of
container cranes from the factory of ZPMC, a
multinational engineering company in Shanghai,
China. She took three weeks in transit. Each
crane is 82.3 metres high, weighs 2,100 metric
tonnes and currently they are the largest container cranes in Australasia. The vessel arrived
on 5 October. Unusually the vessel took two pilots on entry – Mathew Holbrook assisted
by Craig Colvin (Mathew provided information for this article). In essentials the ship is
normal for her age and type – single screw with a passive rudder and without a bow
thruster. For manoeuvring the cranes make the view from the bridge very challenging
and wind can make turning problematic; although it was calm on arrival the master required a tug all the way through the Rangitoto Channel. The former oil tanks are used as
ballast tanks and the hull can be immersed so that the weather deck is level with the
quayside for loading and discharging cranes. She also has permanent ballast in the
bottom of the ship.
Whilst the cranes make the ship and cargo look extremely top-heavy, because the vessel
carries no under-deck cargo she is relatively light. During the conversion the original freeboard deck was removed leaving the poop and fo’c’sle to provide reserve buoyancy
when the hull is ballasted down. In Auckland the Zhen Hua often was ballasted down to
where only the top of the name was visible, however in her sea trim it is well above the
sea. The vessel has a capacity of 5 cranes of the size brought here, giving a deck cargo of
10,500 tonnes. A mid-sized container ship might carry up to 30,000 tonnes of deck cargo
as well as under-deck cargo, and the main problems with cranes as cargo are stability
and hull deformation, the latter being the biggest issue.
Stability is dealt with in the same manner as with a keel yacht – adequate weight with
depth below the deck - and as with a yacht the consequential problem is strength of hull
and rig. The centre of gravity is high in the cranes and the ballast low in the vessel, which
places very high stresses athwartships. The cellular tanker-type hull is massively reinforced with under-deck steel bracing.
Discharge of each crane in Auckland was at high tide and took about an hour, so that the
change in tide level was minimal (for 30 minutes each side of high tide the level changes
by approximately 4%; thus with a range of 3 meters the change would be about 120 millimetres, or 4 inches). The first crane off was from aft, then working forward. A pilot was
on board for each discharge, primarily to liaise with tugs with two tugs holding the vessel
against the wharf. The cranes on temporary bogies were discharged on railway lines
fitted athwartships and the vessel ballasted as the weight transferred across the deck onto the quay. =

CANANZ Kowhai cruise 2018 :
Photos courtesy of Stephen Plank
See https://photos.app.goo.gl/zQxrqbXfFLheBovK7

Chico Too’s first CANANZ Kowhai cruise
Trish Beken
We didn’t get Chico Too back in the water until the first Tuesday in November, and my
husband Neil headed to Christchurch 2 days later on a pre-planned trip to collect a car.
This meant that if I wanted to go on the CANANZ Kowhai cruise on the following Saturday, I needed to sail an unfamiliar boat on my own. And before I could do that I needed
to learn how to get her on and off our swing mooring off Beach Haven, which had
proved hard for my husband and I together to pull up when we launched her.

I set about cleaning 2 years of accumulated sea life off the mooring buoys and lines, and
then on the Friday I practised getting on and off at low tide when it was much easier,
and took Chico Too for a motor down the harbour. This gave me the confidence to set off
on my own on Saturday morning for Station Bay, Motutapu, the destination for the
CANANZ BBQ. Bob had thoughtfully organised a good forecast for the weekend with 15
knots SW. The gas wasn’t connected but I took a flask and a pump pot for hot water.
I motored to Kauri point then unfurled the genoa and had a brisk sail, with the tide helping, to reach Station Bay in only 3 hours from Beach Haven. I have to admit that Chico
Too is notably faster than my last yacht, Wishbone, through the water!
Shortly after I anchored, Southern Venture arrived, and then Close Encounters so I was
in the right place! Basil on Pink Cadillac and Corran and Claire were also there so 5 boats
and 8 people which I was told was a good turnout. We rowed ashore for a BBQ on the
beach. I popped 4 sausages onto the BBQ which probably made me look a bit greedy
but 2 were to eat and 2 to put back in the container and eat cold on Sunday, so no worries about the lack of a working stove. No-one had brought a welly so my lack of throwing skills was not exposed.

The following morning we were all invited to breakfast on Close Encounters and I was
well impressed when Chris and Liz produced a bottle of bubbles. Jen made me a hot
coffee as well which was appreciated as my pump pot water was by then lukewarm.

As I had no work booked for Monday, I decided to stay in Station Bay another night and
went for a long walk on Motutapu (there is a nice centennial loop walk to Home Bay).
However when I got back to Chico Too, the forecast SW had become a brisk easterly. I
decided to move to Owhanake Bay and the swift lift of the anchor which was needed
with an onshore breeze was achieved with the help of the anchor winch – another novelty for me.

I motor sailed across in developing rain and
anchored well in from the cable markers.

Chico Too at Owhanake Bay

The next morning was fine and I walked into
Oneroa for a coffee followed by a swim from
the boat. I then set off with the plan of getting
to North Head as the tide turned and up the harbour with the tide so I was on the mooring while it was fairly low. However, it was a lovely afternoon and as I passed Islington
Bay I decided to anchor there for the night and get up early next morning to head back
on the incoming tide. I had some sachets of cooked pasta in sauce which are fine eaten
cold, and plenty of home-made fruit cake. Tucked in near Yankee wharf was well sheltered from the SW wind and there was a lovely sunset over Rangitoto.
I set off next morning, and was back at the mooring 2 hours before full tide. I picked up
the mooring buoy at my first attempt but didn’t have the strength to pull up the heavy
mooring line against the strength of the tide so made use of the anchor winch – not correct procedure I know but I can now see the benefit of anchor winches for weak women! Next time I think I should go further past the buoy before running forward so I have
more time to get the line in before Chico Too’s weight drops back on it. More practice
needed!

Trish Beken

Reminder —- We have a new egroup.
You can communicate with other CANANZ members by sending an email to

cananzmem@groups.mobilize.io
There is also an Internet forum (open only to CANANZ members, so you can share
stuff with no worries of any social media spying) by going to

https://cananz.mobilize.io/main/groups/21355/lounge
This is an excellent way to advertise your voyaging intentions, short or long, and
weekends out sailing: on the off-chance that your plan may overlap with another
member. This way members can get together on the water (or ashore), even
when nothing has been organized by the committee.

Update from Jim and Karin Lott on Victoria
November 2018

The Last Word
The slow pace of life in the Pacific is rightly a dream for visitors from
America or Europe. Aside from a few capital towns bustling with people
and traffic, there are hundreds of islands where three people are a crowd.
Atolls with their string of islets dotted along the sheltering reefs provide
wondrous calm lagoons and colourful underwater scenery. Other islands
are steep volcanic cones, some with protecting outer reefs, some without.
French Polynesia provides every type of island and we delighted in the
contrast between the island groups.
Lagoon Anchorage, Fakarava
The fabled ‘trade winds’, steady
easterly breezes and lazy fluffy
clouds did not really settle in for
weeks at a time this season. A few
fine days were followed by some
rain and irregular winds so we
picked the time to anchor and the
time to sail further west.

Sunday at Fakarava
The vast lagoon at Fakarava atoll
was a place we could have stayed
forever. The anchorages were uncrowded, the breeze gentle and at
long last the high temperatures
had eased a little. Karin discovered an elderly lady selling mar-

vellous pastries at a tiny shack on the roadside. She had been a chef
in Paris before her retirement to the Pacific and Karin was less than
pleased when we headed off to Tahiti.
Papeete has no anchorage close to the town but the waterfront marina
was reasonably priced and we soon found the culinary delights we expect wherever the French gather. We did not find Tahiti as expensive
as we remembered but we did not have to pay for accommodation
which, along with activities for tourists, was astronomically priced.
Cook’s
Moorea

Bay,

We drifted from island to island with
lush
growth
pierced by lava
domes and basalt
spires. The waters
are protected by
reefs a mile or so
offshore.
Tranquillity in French Polynesia
Whatever the wind there was
always a sheltered anchorage and we lingered for nearly a month at Raiatea/Tahaa
where both volcanic islands
share a protective reef. Sheltered bays abound, wonderful French restaurants provide the best food and tourists arrive and
depart but with none of the frantic activity found in the more famous
Bora Bora.

Borabora
\

Pacific Ocean Sailing
The 1400 miles to Tonga took us ten days
as we sailed in company with friends on
another yacht that we kept meeting up
with since we left Panama.
The sailing was un-demanding and the
biggest milestone was setting our time
forward by a day. We now were back on
New Zealand time, it felt like home.
Island Cruising, Vava’u
Vava’u in northern Tonga has a welldeserved reputation for splendid cruising and friendliness. It did not disappoint with many anchorages and quite a number of charter yachts.
In Europe and the Caribbean the New Zealand flag is a rarity on yachts; now
every second boat sported NZ colours, usually the silver fern on black. It
seems many New Zealanders abroad seek to display an ensign that is distinctively Kiwi. Having been asked so many times what our NZ flag was, or
being mistaken for Australians, we could share their sentiment.
After a couple of weeks cruising the islands and enjoying the waterfront
cafes and restaurants run by people of various nationalities now settled in
paradise, we were off to Fiji. Once again the trade winds stayed fickle.
Fiji was something of a homecoming. While Jim had been there on yacht races on countless occasions, Karin had not been back since the 1970’s, when
we lived there for almost a year. Neither of us had sailed the waters extensively since our stay at Taveuni where we had jobs teaching at a local high
school after sailing there in a 9 metre yacht with our son John, a toddler at
the time. Although the infrastructure is still rudimentary, Fiji has developed
greatly in many ways. The people seem more prosperous than we remembered, the houses are more robust and the roads are certainly better.
Savusavu attracts many yachts to its sheltered river and the town provided
all we wanted. Fiji has always been very bureaucratic and the process of
clearing in has not changed much in 40 years. They use the same forms for
all vessels large and small, and answering questions like “ Has there been
an unusual number of deaths on board during the voyage” does tempt one

to answer ‘yes’ just to see what happens. We have noticed the paperwork in
many countries can be inversely proportional to the importance of that country in the world.
Someone suggested that taking a bus trip to Labasa on the northern coast
was worthwhile so off we went. There were a few nice views from high up in
the hills otherwise the 2-hour trip was tedious and uncomfortable in small
seats with little padding. Labasa was rather scruffy but we wandered around
the market and the waterfront before heading to the bus. Orderly queues are
not a feature of Fijian bus travellers and in the scrum round the door Jim felt
the bag where he carried cash being slipped out of his zippered pocket. He
raised the alarm and the fellow next to him gazed around, a picture of innocence but two Fijian women identified the fellow and started calling for police. The pickpocket then pushed out of the crowd and ran off, however the
bag had slipped from where he had stowed it and Karin picked it up.
We have always liked Fiji and we certainly enjoyed our stay there as we visited old haunts. While some of the old buildings in Suva are still in use, there
are many modern upmarket buildings and malls, with many more under construction. The local economy relies heavily on tourism and it is clear that outside investment is feeding into the growing wealth of the country. Suva was
once smelly and dirty but it’s now clean and even the markets are free from
the slightest whiff.
We spent some days at the colonial inspired Royal Suva Yacht Club, which
has not changed a bit since Jim’s first visit in 1966. We hired a car and
picked up Bruce Birnie and his wife Ainsley from Nadi airport. They are
amongst our oldest sailing friends and a real pleasure to have on board. We
made our way around the southern coast bringing back memories of anchorages from a long time ago. The charts were never very accurate and are still
the same, in spite of updated electronic versions now being sold.
Tourists arriving at a resort, Yasawa
Islands
To the northwest, the Yasawa Islands
certainly demand careful navigation
with many reefs and coral outcrops
not mentioned in guides or on
charts. Following the ferry seemed to
work though.

The weather stayed fickle and when our 12
year old grandson, James arrived on a flight to
spend a week with us we enjoyed riding a zipline through the forest as we waited for sailing
weather. It was a wonderful pleasure having
him on board and we look forward to seeing
more of our grandsons when we are back in
New Zealand.
The western side of Viti Levu is sheltered from the prevailing easterly winds
and along with many other yachts we cruised among the islands in light
breezes with fine days while the rest of Fiji was being buffeted by strong
winds, big swells and rain. We caught up with our good friend Bob McDavitt
when he came for a conference. He has always helped us to sort the chaos
from the pattern when the weather brings surprises.
A week or so later Bob suggested that we should head off on the final leg of
our seven year saga and head south to New Zealand. A big fat anticyclone
was sitting over New Zealand for the next week giving ideal conditions for
the week-long voyage. The extended prognosis was for strong southerlies
for a few weeks after the anticyclone departed.

In the next two days about 50 yachts cleared out of Fiji to take advantage of
the favourable wind. Anticyclones often have strong winds on their periphery and it was a very bumpy trip for a few days as we left the palm trees
astern. With 30 knot winds from the east, it was fast and furious, with all the
crews chatting on the daily check-in on the radio about the boisterous conditions. Some crews had not experienced such lively sailing and found it
hard going. Victoria likes a breeze and we were a bit more used to heavy
weather, but Karin stressed her left arm pretty badly so we slowed down a
bit for comfort. The wind dropped away during the voyage and after 7 days
we quietly motored into Opua in the evening. A record 29 yachts cleared into
Opua during that day and a further 20 next day.
It was over seven years since Victoria had sailed in New Zealand waters and
some 60,000 miles had passed beneath her keel during that time. She had
carried us safely to remote corners of the planet, 45 countries and hundreds
of cities. We have had the pleasure of meeting thousands of people, many of
whom are now wonderful friends.
We launched Victoria 30 years ago and she has aged only a little in spite of
sailing some 150,000 miles. But her owners are now aging rapidly. So it’s
time we gave up ocean sailing and night watches and allowed someone a bit
more youthful to enjoy sailing Victoria to faraway places. J&K Lott

